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 “Quality is never an accident; it is always the result of high intention,
sincere effort, intelligent direction, and skillful execution; it presents
the wise choice of many alternatives.”                    - Willa A. Foster

During a stroll through a walkway in Switzerland, already amazed
by the display of quality in all walks of human life, I happened to
look at the railing on both sides. Standing there for years bearing all
the vagaries of climate, the railing was a monument to the quality
culture of that country. Hundreds of metres of railing without even
an inch of its coating peeling off and the plated bolts anchoring
them shining as if fresh from a factory, were telling of the quality
standards. Perhaps, a conviction exists there to run all the affairs in
a quality way only. Definitely, quality adds to cost initially to any
product or service, but when it comes to Total Cost of
Ownership(TCO), the benefits unfold. Expenses on repeated service
calls, customer dissatisfaction affecting further businesses and a host
of such other negatives will ultimately show the high price one would
pay for ignoring quality.

We always have reasons to tell why it is not practicable to maintain
high quality standards in a large country like India with a population
of over a billion, compared to places like Switzerland with just 7
million population. But, for them ‘Quality is not an act. It is a habit’, as
said by Aristotle, Greek philosopher.

In India too, we are seeing a welcome move towards quality, as in
automobile sector, consumer wares etc. There is still a long way to go
to catch up with the countries that are enjoying fruits of quality. It is
not known if they all achieved it through a nationwide quality drive
or the modern TQM programmes. Most likely, a societal commitment
to quality would have done the job. Of course, it requires an urgent

change in our mindset, including sacrifices in initial
stages. It is time, if not late, to join the quality league.

Finally, some words of wisdom:
Quality means doing it right when no one is looking.

- Henry Ford
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Search for alternative
energy sources is taking
researchers  into a totally new

direction of tapping wind energy
at high altitudes, and is a hotly
chased one.

Wind power is great,
except that turbine maintenance
remains one of those difficult
problems for the wind power
industry. The blades, shafts and
other moving parts in wind
turbines, being mechanical items,
need regular care and
occasionally break down.
Maintenance is even more

Wind Energy using Giant Kites
Harnessing High-altitude Wind

difficult in the case of off-shore
wind farms, which are also coming
up in large numbers.

The scenario is likely to
change in the future,  with
various start-ups   working on
turbine-less wind systems.  High-
altitude wind  is an energy source
that is more abundant and
reliable than the ground-level
wind on which normal turbines
depend,   researchers active in
alternative energy area, have
noticed.  To tap this energy, they
are  putting  large kites up in the

Energy
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atmosphere that will harvest
energy from strong, high-altitude
winds. In a traditional wind
turbine, the turning blades
essentially harvest mechanical
power, which is then converted to
electricity via a generator. The
kites do the same thing, but
instead of rotating, they harvest
mechanical energy by bouncing
up and down.

Ken Caldeira, a climate
scientist at Stanford University's
Carnegie Institution, has
estimated that the total energy
contained in wind is 100 times the
amount needed by everyone on
the planet. But most of this energy
is at high altitude, say above one
km from ground.

Scientists from Delft
University of Technology in the
Netherlands led by  Prof. Wubbo
Ockels,   are working on a major
project called 'Laddermill' after
successfully  harnessing energy
from the wind by flying a 10-sq
metre kite tethered to a
generator, producing 10 kW of
power. They eventually plan to

The wind blows to the south, and goes around to the
north; round and round goes the wind, and on its
circuits the wind returns.

- Ecclesiastes 1:6 NRSV Bible

build  a  multiple kites system  to
generate 100 MW, enough for
100,000 homes. Prof. Ockels,
believes kites are a cheap way to
harvest the enormous energy in
the wind at a kilometre or more
above the ground.
          Google,  the popular web-
search company, invested $10m
last year in a US kite company
called Makani,  to tap into high-
altitude wind, which the modern
commercial windmills sitting
around 80 metres from the ground
can not do. It would be virtually
impossible to build a standard
wind turbine to take advantage
of the wind at 800 metres, but
kites could easily get to these
heights and harness energy, the
scientists claim.

Other countries  like UK,
Netherlands, Ireland and
Denmark are also particularly
suited to flying kites for energy
generation.

[For details: www.earthsky.org,
www.makanipower.com,

www.ockels.nl,
www.ask4linux.com]
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There are over 100
elements identified in the world.
An atom is the smallest particle
of an element and it characterises
the element. Atomic energy
produced by the splitting (fission)
or joining (fusion) of atoms is the
source of power for both nuclear
reactors and nuclear weapons.

A breakthrough in the
study of atoms occurred in 1911
when Sir Earnest Rutherford
established that mass of the atom
is concentrated in its centre
called nucleus. He declared that
the nucleus has a positive charge
and is surrounded by negatively
charged sub-particles. Neils Bohr
later discovered that the
negatively charged sub-particles
called electrons move around the
positively charged particles called
protons in definite shells or
quantum levels. Thus the
nucleus of an atom forming its
mass is composed of protons and
neutrons, except for common
hydrogen which has only one
proton. All atoms are of the same
size.

The properties of an atom
are based on the number and
arrangements of its electrons. The
proton's charge is equal but
opposite to that of electron. The
number of protons in the nucleus

of an atom is its atomic number
which determines what type of
chemical element it is. In 1932,
the British Physicist Sir James
Chadwick found the presence of
another type of subparticles in the
nucleus called neutrons which do
not carry electrical charge. The
number of protons and neutrons,
collectively called nucleons, is
the mass number of an atom.
Atoms with the same number of
protons, but with differing
number of neutrons, and hence
with differing mass numbers are
called Isotopes. Protons and
neutrons have internal sub-
particles called quarks which
cannot be freed.

The nucleus of Uranium-
235, denoted as U235 has 92
protons and 143 neutrons in its
nucleus.

The mass of the nucleus
of an atom is about one percent
less than the individual mass of
its protons and neutrons. This
difference, called the mass
defect, arises from the energy,
called the binding energy,
released when the nucleons bind
together to form the nucleus.
Binding energy determines which
nuclei are stable, and how much
energy is released in a nuclear
reaction. Very heavy, and very

Atomic Energy
Clean Energy in Abundance
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light nuclei have low binding
energies. This implies that a
heavy nucleus will release energy
when it splits apart. Similarly, two
light nuclei will release energy
when they join. The mass defect
and binding energy are related
through the famous equation E =
mc2 where c is the speed of light.
Since c itself is large, c2 is huge.
This equation shows that a small
amount of matter can be
converted into a huge amount of
energy. It is key to the power of
nuclear weapons and nuclear
reactors.A nuclear explosion can
be many thousands or millions of
times more powerful than the
largest conventional explosion.
The temperatures reached in a
nuclear explosion are very much
higher than that in a
conventional explosion. A large
proportion of the energy in a
nuclear explosion is emitted in
the form of light and heat or
thermal energy. This energy is
capable of causing severe skin
burns and starting fires at
considerable distances.

The amount of explosive
energy that a nuclear weapon can
produce is referred to as the yield,
and is measured in terms of the
quantity of conventional
explosives or TNT that would
generate the same amount of
energy when it explodes. Thus, a
one kiloton nuclear weapon is one
that produces the same energy as

in an explosion of 1000 tons of
TNT.

Nuclear energy contri-
butes substantially to the
electricity requirement of the
world. In the generation of
electricity, in the core of the
nuclear reactor, the U-235 isotope
splits, producing heat through
controlled chain reaction. The
heat thus generated is used to
produce steam to run the
generator.

In India, currently there
are 17 nuclear reactors producing
4120 mw of electricity annually
which accounts for 2.5% of the
total electricity production in the
country. Another five reactors are
under construction. On the
global arena, France is the largest
producer of nuclear power
contributing 77% of the total
production. Lithuania (64%),
Belgium (54%), Slovakia (54%),
Japan (27%), USA (19%) and
China (1.9%) are the other major
producers.

Nuclear research is of
prime importance in advanced
countries. The Large Hadron
Collider experiment currently
underway in the European Centre
for Nuclear Research (CERN) is
attracting world attention. It is
aimed at simulating the situation
that existed immediately after
the Big Bang that caused the
creation of the Universe.

[CGS]
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Due to the Internet’s
popularity, ever more
sophisticated techniques and
powerful applications are
emerging for e-learning. The rapid
development of Web-based
learning as well as new concepts

such as virtual classrooms, virtual
laboratories, and virtual
universities introduce many new
issues. Effective technologies will
be necessary for supporting
distance education, and we must
address how to integrate the
traditional learning model with

Emerging Internet Technologies
and Applications for e-learning

the new e-learning model and
develop different system set-up
requirements. We must also begin
to consider how to standardize e-
learning systems.
Sub Topics:

Distributed course-material
databases, multimodal query, and
Web document processing

Media server architectures,
including peer-to-peer,
multiserver, and grid-based
architectures

Techniques to support
synchronous and asynchronous
tutoring

Techniques to support
collaborative and personalized
learning

Security and privacy concerns
in e-learning environments

Integration of multimedia
information, including images,
audio, video, and graphics

Integration of e-learning with
traditional learning

Social and educational aspects
of e-learning technologies
[Courtesy: IEEE Internet
Computing, July-august 2008
issue]

Technoligies in Limelight

Business conventions are important because they
demonstrate how many people a company can
operate without.
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The growth of satellite
service and the rise of digital
cable transmission and HDTV
have all made remarkable roles in
the television industry, over the
last decade. A new delivery
method called Internet Protocol
Television (IPTV) (EKL Mar.’06)
supported by huge telecom
companies has arrived and offered
more interactive features to bring
out immense competition in the
present TV business scenario. It
continues to emerge as a serious
competing technology to digital
cable, satellite and terrestrial
television. There will be
considerable level of challenges
to be faced by IPTV operators to
compete successfully with cable,
satellite and terrestrial
broadcasters. IPTV operators
should respond to these
challenges by making use of future
technologies to enhance the
entire customer viewing and
listening pleasure.

In fact, IPTV is a method
of delivering feature-rich digital
Television services over a
managed or dedicated network
via Internet Protocol to the TV
through a broadband connection.
An IPTV subscriber can have
access to a range of interactive
services including video-on-

demand (VOD), Web browsing,
advanced e-mail and messaging
services. They can time their
programmes, and view them at
their own free time.  They have
full control over functionality
such as rewind, fast-forward,
pause, and so on. Using a cell
phone or PDA, a subscriber might
even utilise remote programming
for IPTV. It offers the convenience
of real-time participation from
people watching at home.
Multiple angles viewing facility
and picture-in-picture are other
advantages of IPTV.

India’s first IPTV service
was launched by MTNL in
Mumbai & Delhi in October
2006.  This service offered
telephone and Internet along with
IPTV, through a "Tri-Band" plan
and initially 25 channels were
made available, now upgraded to
more than 125 channels. MTNL
partnered with Smart Broadband
Services for the supply of Set-top-
boxes and for other technical
support.

BSNL has made their
experimental launch of IPTV
Service in Pune on 15 March
2007. Initially, the service was
with limited features and was
being opened for BSNL customers
in Pune and subsequently the

Internet Protocol TV (IPTV)
Updates on Indian and Global Scenarios

News Scan
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same would be rolled out in other
cities. Aksh Optifibre Ltd, a
Delhi based Optical Fibre
manufacturing company got the
contract to deploy IPTV solution
in 20 cities on BSNL’s broadband
network. They are going to
provide IPTV to more than
250,000 BSNL broadband
subscribers in 20 cities throughout
India. They have tie up with
MTNL also to deliver IPTV
service on its network in Delhi
and Mumbai. The company has
signed a three-year content deal
with Sony Pictures Entertainment
under which the latter will
provide Hollywood content for
IPTV service in India. Aksh’s
IPTV system called iControl now
offers over 130 broadcast channels
and value-added services such as
video on demand and time-
shifting.

BSNL recently launched
IPTV in Jaipur city with the
support of Aksh Optifibre and
planned to roll out IPTV services
to another 20 cities in northern
India, including selected cities in
the states of Jammu & Kashmir,
Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan and
Western UP. The latest news is its
announcement of IPTV launch in
UP Capital Lucknow on 15
October 2008. BSNL has decided
to postpone the official launch of
its IPTV services in the cities of
Kolkata, Ahmedabad and

Bangalore to next year, in order
to avoid third-party dependency
for broadcast content. Of course
there may be other reasons also.

R e l i a n c e
Communications Ltd. has recently
announced that its IPTV Service
will be launched only at the end
of this year. This announcement
is after a long year of experimental
testing with technical support
from Microsoft. In the initial
phase, the company will serve big
cities like Mumbai and New
Delhi and subsequently spread to
30 other cities. The company is
already in contract with leading
content providers for its IPTV
program and is aiming to provide
around 400 channels to
customers.

Another strong player in
the Indian IPTV market is
Bharati Airtel who is officially
going to launch IPTV service at
Gurgaon city by the end of this
financial year. Airtel is now
running trial service in several
households in Gargaon and is
working on providing right kind
of content for its customers.

HFCL Infotel of HFCL
group also plans to launch IPTV
service in Punjab within the next
three months. They have initially
planned a subscriber base of
20,000. The company has
partnered with Smart Broadband
Services to rent the latter's
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infrastructure for the launch and
operation of its IPTV programme.

BSNL is planning huge
investment in expanding its
broadband network to cover the
entire country. By now, its
coverage is extended to around
1000 cities, 20,000 villages and in
rural areas. BSNL's subscriber
base is estimated to grow by 6
million broadband connections by
the end of
2 0 0 9 .
MTNL is
also in the
forefront to
i n c r e a s e
t h e i r
broadband
subscriber
base. This
i m m e n s e
broadband
penetration will surely benefit the
IPTV market in India. According
to IOL Netcom Director, India
will have 1millon subscribers to
IPTV services by 2011, but
progress is required in the areas
of access, content and technology.

The Ministry of
Information & Broadcasting,
Govt. of India has recently issued
guidelines for provisioning of
IPTV Services. These guidelines
include proper rules for various
platforms capable of providing
IPTV services, regulatory
provisions and licensing

requirements and other issues for
IPTV service providers. The
Ministry has accepted
recommendations from the
Telecom Regulatory Authority of
India (TRAI) for IPTV. As part
of the recommendations, the
uplinking / downlinking norms
will be amended to enable all
broadcasters to provides signals to
all distributors of TV channels,

including
I P T V
operators.

T h e
popularity
of IPTV
has grown
significantly
worldwide.
AT&T and
Ve r i z o n
h a v e

launched it in the US, and a
number of service providers
including British Telecom and
Swisscom have launched IPTV
services across Europe.

The global IPTV market
is currently dominated by Europe.
But the Asia-Pacific region will
soon emerge as a stronger
competitor. Countries like South
Korea, Taiwan, Japan, Singapore,
Malaysia etc. in the Asia-Pacific
region were found to come in the
world’s top twenty rankings for
strong broadband penetration as
measured by the International
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telecommunications Union
(ITU). However India and China
will join this group soon as the
number of broadband
subscriptions in these two
countries is also rising sharply,
including in rural areas. The
Philippines is also expected to join
the list soon. IPTV subscribers in
this region are expected to reach
27.4 million by 2013 with China
and India being the high growth
markets.

A research firm
forecasted that IPTV subscribers
worldwide would increase to 72.6
million by 2011. Europe will
remain the number one IPTV
market in terms of subscriber
count through 2011, but Asia is
catching up quickly and will most
likely surpass Europe in 2012-13.
In terms of technology, MPEG-4
is replacing MPEG-2 in new
installations, as the latter
reportedly ceases to be sold even
in cost-sensitive markets like
China or Eastern Europe. While
DSL remains as the dominant last-
mile technology, Fibre-to-the-
Home (FTTH) has enough
strength to shine in the future.

Worldwide IPTV service
revenue is predicted to reach
US$38 billion in 2009, with the
Americas and Western Europe
forecast to be the biggest markets
in terms of revenue per user,
according to the report, entitled
"Global IPTV Market Analysis

(2006-2010)". China is expected
to be the future IPTV giant, due
to its rapid urbanisation, fast-
growing economy and expanding
middle class, while the US is
expected to be a more difficult
market for IPTV due to high
existing pay-TV penetration, and
stiff price and service competition
likely to come from operators of
cable and satellite services.

ITU Standardisation
Sector (ITU-T) has approved two
key new standards for IPTV
services concerning Quality of
Experience (QoE). The first new
recommendation (ITU-T Rec.
G.1080) defines QoE
requirements from an end-user
perspective. The second
recommendation (ITU-T Rec.
G.1081) defines performance
monitoring for IPTV, with the aim
of providing higher Quality of
Service/Quality of Experience to
customers

IPTV as a technology and
as a business is already having
major impact on the entire
telecom world, and will continue
strongly beyond 2012. It is
revolutionising the television
market by introducing greater
competition and providing
consumers with a lot of attractive
and customisable content,
viewable any time.

[ T S Ajayghosh, C-DAC,
Trivandrum]
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Researchers at MIT's
Center for Biomedical
Engineering are working on a
project to cover entire forests with

a sensor network, powered by the
trees themselves, that could help
spot fires earlier, including
identifying situations that could
lead to fires. The project includes
technology from Voltree Power
LLC, a maker of bioenergy
converters.

The new sensor system
aims to turn trees into a self-
sustaining power supply. Each
sensor is equipped with a battery
that can be slowly recharged using
electricity generated by the tree.
A single tree doesn't generate a
lot of power, but over time the
"trickle charge" adds up.

Forest Fire Warning
Trees to Power Sensors

The system produces enough
electricity to allow the
temperature and humidity sensors
to wirelessly transmit signals four

times a day, or
immediately if
there is a fire. Each
signal hops from
one sensor to
another, until it
reaches an existing
weather station
that beams the
data by satellite to
a forestry command
center.

Scientists have
long known that trees can
produce extremely small amounts
of electricity. But not the theory
behind it which is now unearthed
by MIT researchers: Electricity is
generated due to an imbalance in
pH between a tree and the soil it
grows in.

At present, the U.S.
Forest Service tracks fires in a
variety of ways, at high cost, and
facing difficulties in recharging
the remote batteries powering
them. The tree-powered sensors
are expected to offer an elegant
option.

Tech Brief
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Nanotechnology
To Solve Drinking Water Crisis

A team of Indian
scientists has explained how
carbon nanotubes could replace
conventional materials in water-
purification systems, which could
ensure a safe supply of drinking
water for regions of the world
stricken by periodic drought or
where water contamination is rife.
At present, more than one billion
of the world population lack
access to safe drinking water and
2.4 billion people lack access to
proper sanitation, nearly all of
them in the developing countries.

Also, currently, a third of
the world's population live in
water-stressed countries, and by
2025, this is expected to rise to
two-thirds.

The team of the Bhabha
Atomic Research Centre (BARC)
in Mumbai, India, has explained
how new water purification
technologies are constantly being
investigated and updated,  so that
they will be relatively simple and
inexpensive to install, operate,
and maintain, thus making them
viable for the developing world.

The team has turned to
nanostructured hollow carbon
fibers less than a billionth the
thickness of a human hair to be
used in filters. The unique

chemical properties of such
carbon nanotubes mean that only
very small molecules, such as
water molecules can pass along
their interiors, whereas viruses,
bacteria, toxic metal ions, and
large noxious organic molecules
cannot.The team points out that
the smooth and water repellant
interior of carbon nanotubes
means that a filter based on this
technology would be very
efficient, allowing a high flow rate
of water through the filter
without fouling.

Importantly, the power
needed to drive water through
such a system will be low
compared to conventional
membrane technology. However,
to be useful as a nanotech
filtration system for contaminated
water, these nanoscale structures
need to be engineered to form
well-defined arrangements to
allow the efficient
decontamination of water.

The team has now
investigated the potential of
forming water filtration systems
based on carbon nanotubes that
could remove arsenic, fluoride,
heavy metals and toxic organic
chemicals.
[For details: www.nanotech-now.com]
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Fingerprint, used all
these years to verify the identity
of a person, is now finding
new applications.

With a new
analytical technique, based
on mass spectrometry, a
fingerprint can reveal much
more than the identity of a
person. It can also identify what
the person has been touching —
drugs, explosives or poisons, for

Fingerprint
To Tell More

example. According to R. Graham
Cooks, a professor of chemistry

at Purdue University, this
laboratory technique could
find a wider application in
crime investigations. The
equipment to perform such

tests is already commercially
available, but expensive.

Smaller, cheaper, portable versions
are likely in a couple of years.

Premature birth is
responsible for 70 per cent of new
born baby deaths and 50 per cent
of cerebral palsy cases. Such cases
could be prevented or corrected,
to a large extent, if the possibility
could be predicted sufficiently
early. A group of researchers from
the University of Melbourne and
the University of Newcastle has
developed a software system
which may reveal a way to predict
premature birth with greater
accuracy.According to the
research team, identifying
patterns in hormone levels could
make it possible for scientists to
determine high risk pregnancies.
This would identify women who

may benefit from medical
treatments currently available to
prevent premature birth.

The team is to create
software and other computational
methods to analyse pathology
samples, determine patterns in
blood hormone levels, and display
the results. The program will not
only identify women at risk of
giving birth early - it will also
identify women not at risk, who
could have their pregnancies
managed by midwives in hospital
or a home birth setting.

The scientists are now
hoping to have the computer
program fully developed in three
years.

Predicting Early Birth
Computer Way

[For details: www.newcastle.edu]
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Researchers at the
National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL) of U.S. Dept.
of Energy have set a world record
in solar cell efficiency with an
inverted metamorphic triple-
junction solar cell that converts
40.8 percent of the incident
sunlight into electricity. This is
the highest confirmed efficiency

Solar Energy with 40.8% Efficiency
of any photovoltaic device, which
was measured under
concentrated light of 326 suns,
which is equivalent to the amount
of light that typically hits Earth
on a sunny day. The cell is a new
candidate in satellite applications
and also for terrestrial
concentrated photovoltaic arrays

Estimating the age of a
person in an automated way using
computers is not an easy task.
However, if done, it would be
highly useful in many applications
areas, say to stop underage
drinkers from entering bars,
prevent minors from purchasing
tobacco products from vending
machines, deny children access to
adult Web sites etc.

In addition to handling
tasks like security control and
surveillance monitoring, age-
estimation software could also be
used for electronic customer
relationship management,
according to Prof. Thomas S.
Huang of University of Illinois,
working on the project. Combined
with algorithms that identify a

Age-estimation Software
person's sex, age-estimation
software could help identify
audiences for specific
advertisements. For example, a
store might advertise a new
automobile or suit as a man walks
by, or new clothing or cosmetics
for a woman.

"Human faces do provide
important visual clues for
estimating age, Facial attributes,
such as expression, gender and
ethnic origin, play a crucial role
in our image analysis", says
Huang.

The software is carefully
designed not to violate anyone´s
privacy, or identify any specific
individual, but only to just
estimates their ages.
[For details: www.engr.illinois.edu]

The trouble with self-made men is that they tend
to worship their creator.
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Researchers at the
University of Washington have
developed a software that enables
deaf and hard-of-hearing
individuals to use sign language -
over a mobile phone.

The software facilitates
two-way real-time video
communication. Since posting a
video of the working prototype on
the YouTube, deaf people around
USA have been writing on a daily
basis, according to reports.

Video is much better than
text-messaging because it is faster
and it is better at conveying
emotion, said Jessica DeWitt, who
is deaf and is a collaborator on
the MobileASL project. She says
a large part of her communication
is with facial expressions, which
are transmitted over the video
phones.

MobileASL
A Software Aid to the Deaf

The team tried different
ways to get comprehensible sign
language on low-resolution video.
They discovered that the most
important part of the image to
transmit in high resolution is

around the face. This
is not surprising, since
eye-tracking studies
have already shown
that people spend the
most time looking at a
person's face while they
are signing.

The team
developed a scheme to
transmit the person's

face and hands in high resolution,
and the background in lower
resolution. Work is on to develop
another feature that identifies
when people are moving their
hands, to reduce battery
consumption and processing
power when the person is not
signing.

The current version of
MobileASL uses a standard video
compression tool to stay within
the data transmission limit. Future
versions will incorporate custom
tools to get better quality.

[Source:http://
mobileasl.cs.washington.edu/]

Info Bits
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World over millions of
people suffer health problems like
asthma, cardiovascular diseases,

chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease or pneumonia, when
exposed to pollen. While most of
the particles we inhale end up in
shallow portions of our airways,
the tiny pollens can make their
way dangerously deep into the
lungs, leading to serious
consequences.

Some studies suggest that
the pollens have extreme
inflammatory potential and can
impair human respiratory and
cardiovascular-related health. A
study in the Netherlands reported
a strong association between daily
variations in pollen
concentrations in the air and
deaths from cardiovascular

Pollen-related Health Issues
Satellites to Help

disease, pulmonary disease, and
pneumonia.

Now NASA scientists
jointly with academia,
industry and health
agencies are exploring a
possible link between pollen
and some dangerous health
conditions. The team plans,
ultimately, to use satellite
images of greening plants to
predict pollen bursts before
they happen so that
preventive measures can be
taken.

Tiny pollen grains are
transported in the wind, and
satellite data will help to make
accurate forecasts of pollen
transport and dispersal,
forewarning vulnerable people
about pollen heading their way.
This would help them to take
cover from exposure to pollen.

There was an earlier
effort in Iowa State University to
use NASA satellites, this time to
manage corn pollination by
picking up reflections of light
coming from the top of cornfields
and interpreting them when the
corn plants start to shed pollen.

[For details: www.nasa.gov]

Health
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First building, New Haven
Yale University traces its

beginnings to "An Act for Liberty
to Erect a Collegiate School"
passed by the General Court of the
Colony of Connecticut and
dated October 9, 1701. Soon
thereafter, a group of  ten
Congregationalist ministers led
by James Pierpont, all of whom
were Harvard alumni and
known as “The Founders”, met
in Branford, Connecticut, to
pool their books to form the
school's first library. Originally
called the Collegiate School, the
institution opened in the home of
its first rector, Abraham Pierson,
in Killingworth. In 1716, the
college moved to New Haven,
Connecticut, where it remains to
this day.

A rift at Harvard
between its president Increase

Temples of Learning

Yale
A University of a Kind

Mather and the rest of the
Harvard clergy resulted in
Mather’s resignation, and the
administration repeatedly
rejected his son and
ideological colleague,
Cotton Mather, for the
position of the Harvard
presidency. The feud caused
the Mathers to champion the

success of the Collegiate School
in the hopes that it would
maintain the Puritan religious
orthodoxy in a way that Harvard
had not.

Campus in 1807
In 1718, Cotton Mather

contacted a successful
businessman in Wales named
Elihu Yale for financial help in
constructing a new building for
the college. Yale, who had made
a fortune through trade while
living in India as a representative
of the East India Company,
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donated nine bales of goods,
which were sold for more than
£560, a substantial sum at the
time. Yale also donated 417 books
and a portrait of King George I.
Cotton Mather suggested that the
school change its name to Yale
College in gratitude to its
benefactor, and to increase the
chances that he would give the
college another large donation or
bequest. Elihu Yale was away in
India when the news of the
school's name change reached his
home in Wrexham, North Wales,
a trip from which he never
returned. And while he did
ultimately leave his fortunes to
the "Collegiate School within His
Majesty’s Colony of Connecticut,"
the institution was never able to
successfully lay claim to it.

In 1779 the college faced
a threat of closure when hostile
British forces occupied New
Haven and intended to raze the
College. Fortunately, Yale
graduate Edmund Fanning,
Secretary to the British General
in command of the occupation,
interceded and the College was

saved. Fanning later was granted
an honorary degree for his efforts.

Yale College expanded
gradually, establishing different
schools of study in various
academic disciplines to become a
famous University. Still, the name
Yale College prevails. The latest
addition is the Yale School of
Management established in 1976.
Yale University became
coeducational in 1969. The New
Blue, Yale's first all-female a-
cappella group and the college's
first women's organization was
established in the same year.

The President and
Fellows of Yale College, also
known as the Yale Corporation,
form the governing board of the
University.

Yale College offered
admission to 8.6% of the more
than 21,000 applicants to the
Class of 2010, which represents
the lowest admission rate in its
history. In recent years,
approximately 70% of those
offered admission to Yale College
have chosen to attend.

Academic freedom means the right, long accepted in
the academic world, to study, discuss, and write about
facts and ideas without restrictions, other than those
imposed by conscience and morality
                                               Yale University quotes
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Lake Baikal situated
nearly in the centre of Asia in
Southern Siberia, is one of the
biggest and most ancient lakes of
world, formed some 25-30 million
years ago. The name Baikal comes
from Baigal which means nature
in the Mongolian language. At
1,637 metres (5,371 ft) it is the
deepest lake in the world and is
the largest freshwater lake by
volume (23,000 km³), containing
approximately twenty percent of
the world's total surface fresh
water. It was declared a UNESCO
World Heritage site in 1996 and
is a sought after tourist spot.

Lake Baikal is home to
one of the most biologically
diverse habitats on earth —an
unofficial "wonders of the
undersea world" with more than
1,700 species of plants and
animals, two thirds of which can
be found nowhere else in the
world. The largest flatworm on
earth, measuring almost up to 16
inches long, and hunts fish for
food, Baikal seal, one of the few
seals to spend its life in fresh water,
etc. are some examples.

Another interesting
animal that exists exclusively in
these waters is a fish with a

Lake Baikal
Largest Fresh Water Lake

translucent body and no scales,
called Golomyanka. This unusual
fatty fish (with up to 30% of its
body composed of oil), is able to
withstand high pressure from deep
water, and also adapt to the much
less-pressurized water closer to
the surface. The Golomyanka
contains so much fat that, if left
out of water in the sunlight, it will
"melt," leaving only what appears
to be a pool of oil and a skeleton!
Lake Baikal is also incredibly
clear; one can see 130 feet
beneath its surface! The lake's
remarkable clarity is partially
attributed to its large population
of a small crayfish, Baikal
Epishura, which eats algae and
other particulates in the water
that would lower visibility. It is
estimated that these tiny
crustaceans (about 1.5 mm long),
along with others of their species,
filter 10 to 15 times the amount
of water that flows into the lake,
keeping it clean and clear. More
than 330 rivers and streams flow
into Lake Baikal and most of its
outflow is through the Angara at
the northern end.

(For details: www.bww.irk.ru;
www.baikal.eastsib.ru)

General
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Buyer's remorse is an
emotional condition whereby a
person feels remorse or regret after
a purchase. It is frequently
associated with the purchase of
higher value items which could
be considered "bad" although it

may also stem from a sense of not
wishing to be "wrong". In an
extreme situation, an individual
who struggles with or cannot
accept the possibility that they
may have made a mistake, may be
suffering from a more serious and
severe condition that has truly
little to do with "buyer's remorse".

The remorse may be
rooted by various factors: the
person's feeling that the

purchased one is a wrong product,
purchased for a bad price,
purchased instead of waiting for
a newer model, purchased on
credit, or purchased something
that would not be acceptable to
others. Psychologically, in the

p h a s e
b e f o r e
purchasing,
t h e
prospective
buyer feels
t h e
p o s i t i v e
emotions
associated
with the
purchase
like desire,
a sense of
heightened

possibilities, and an intimation of
the enjoyment that will accompany
using the product, etc.:
afterwards, having made the
purchase, he or she is more fully
able to experience the negative
aspects; and the reduced
purchasing power remaining.

Before the act, one has
the full array of options, including
not purchasing; afterwards, one's
options have been reduced to

Buyer’s  Remorse
A Tricky Issue
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two: a) continuing with the
purchase, surrendering all
alternatives, or b) renouncing it.
Buyer's remorse can be caused or
increased by the realisation that
other people will later question
the purchase or claim to know
better alternatives. However, a
purchase, unlike many decisions
in life, is invariably either
reversible or at least recoverable
and should not be a source of
enormous anxiety.

Buyer's Remorse has been
related to one's childhood or time
of economic hardships. Then
many were forced to settle for
simple needs where wants were

A decade after Toyota introduced its hybrid car, Prius, (EKL
Dec.’06) more manufacturers are planning to bring out their hybrid

versions, to fight the fuel price hike
and global warming issues. Latest to
join the bandwagon is Mercedes-Benz
with its S-Class hybrid, announced in
Sep’08, starting the first of a wave of
high-end German hybrids. BMW,

Porsche, and Audi are also planning gas-electric models, mostly
SUVs, in the next two years, taking into account a new awareness
about environment friendliness among premium car buyers.

IBM's Institute for Business Value, after an interview among
car industry executives from 15 countries has come to the conclusion
that by 2020, all new cars will be hybrids.

Hybrid Cars
Europeon Manufacturers Join

never allowed or acceptable. The
basic needs of life which were the
main focus disallowed one to
cultivate a world of tangible
goods of worth. Buyer's Remorse
may not solely find its roots in
doubt of purchase or one being
unsure, but, may be a deep rooted
behavior manifesting in a time
where money and ability to have
more than needs is a reality. Such
sub-conscious regressive behavior
can be linked to a time when doing
without was a way of everyday
life. Thus, a  purchase may trigger
guilt feelings when going for
goods beyond needs.
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A study by researchers at
the North Carolina State
University propounds that most of
the Internet users cannot
distinguish between genuine and
false popup warning messages,
even after repeated mistakes.
Fake popup warnings are usually
designed to trick users into
downloading harmful software.

In the study, the
researchers analysed the responses
of undergraduate students to real
and fake warning messages while
they did a series of search tasks
on a personal computer
connected to the Internet. While
the real warning messages
simulated local Windows
operating system warnings, the
fake messages were popup
messages cropping up from an

exterior source via the Internet.
Sixty-percent of the time, the
subjects were fooled by the fake
messages, hitting the "OK" button
in the message box appearing on
the screen despite being told that
some of them could be false. The
research team said that the ways
people responded could
potentially open them up to
malevolent software, such as
spyware or a computer virus. Safer
options, such as simply closing the
message box, were infrequently
chosen.

The results of the study
highlight the need to educate
Internet users to be cautious. A
valuable advice would be: "Be
suspicious when things pop up.
Don't click OK - close the box
instead".

Trapping Net Users
Don’t Click OK

News Scan

Don't worry about people stealing your ideas. If
your ideas are any good, you'll have to ram them
down people's throats.

                                  - Howard Aiken
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One day, the sage gave
the disciple an empty sack and a
basket of potatoes.

"Think of all the people
who have done or said something
against you in the recent past,
especially those you cannot
forgive, and inscribe the names,

each one on one potato and put
it in the sack." Soon the sack of
the disciple was heavy with
potatoes.

"Carry the sack wherever
you go for a week," said the sage.
"We'll talk after that."

Day by day it became
more of a burden to carry the
sack, and it seemed to require
more effort as time went on, even
though its weight remained the
same.

After a few days, the
carved potatoes gave off a ripe

odor,  making it unpleasant to
carry it further. Finally, after a
week the sage summoned the
disciple. "Any thoughts about all
this?"

"Yes, Master, when we are
unable to forgive others, we carry
negative feelings with us

everywhere. That negativity
becomes a burden to us and,
after a while, it festers."

"Yes, now, how can we
lighten the load?" "We must
strive to forgive."

"Forgiving someone is the
equivalent of removing the
corresponding potato from the
sack. How many of your
transgressors are you able to
forgive?"

"It required much effort,
but I have decided to forgive
all of them."

"Very well, we can remove
all the potatoes. Were there any
more people who transgressed
against you this last week?"

The disciple felt panic
when he realized his empty sack
was about to get filled up again.

"Master," he asked, "if we
continue like this, wouldn't there
always be potatoes in the sack
week after week?"

"Yes, as long as people
speak or act against you in some
way, you will always have
potatoes."

Tao of Forgiveness
General
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"But Master, we can
never control what others do. So
what good is the Tao in this case?"

"Everything we have
talked about so far is the
conventional approach to
forgiveness. It is the same thing
that many philosophies and most
religions preach - we must
constantly strive to forgive, for it
is an important virtue. This is not
the Tao because there is no
striving in the Tao."

"Then what is the Tao,
Master?"

"You can figure it out. If
the potatoes are negative feelings,
then what is the sack?"

"The sack is... something
within us that makes us dwell on
feeling offended.... Ah, it is my
inflated sense of self-importance.

"And what will happen if
you let go of it?"

"Then... The things that
people do or say against me no
longer seem like such a major
issue."

"In that case, no more
potatoes to inscribe and carry
around, and no more bad smells.

The Tao of forgiveness is
the conscious decision, not just to
remove some potatoes... But to
relinquish the entire sack."

Chlorinated Pools
Lead  to Child’s Asthma

Asthma affects more
than 300 million people
worldwide, it is estimated and
is also a common
chronic illness of
the children.
Swimming in
chlorinated pools
appears to increase
the chances of a child
developing asthma, according to
Belgian researcher, Alfred
Bernard.

Many studies have
linked chlorine and asthma.
Because children tend to spend

more time in pools they are more
likely to swallow chlorinated
water or ingest vapors

c o n t a i n i n g
chemicals that
attack the cellular
barriers protecting
the lung from
allergens. Bernard

and colleagues showed that
outdoor pools are just as or more
risky than indoor ones because
harmful vapors remain at the
pool surface and do not drift
away, even if they are outdoor.
[For details: www.nlm.nih.gov]
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The word clock was first
used in the 14th century. It comes
from the Latin word clocca
meaning bell.

In early days, people
could tell the time by looking at
the sun as it crossed the sky.
Depending upon the position of
the sun in the sky, the instance
of time was denoted as morning
(beginning of the day), noon
(middle of the day) and evening
(end of the day). Obviously, there
was no division of the night.
Telling the time was only
approximate, and not very
accurate.

The oldest type of clock,
called a sun clock were first used
around 3500 B.C. A sun clock uses
a sundial on which the shadow of
the sun is arranged to fall on a
circular disk with numbers 1 to
12 marked as on a modern clock.
The time of the day was read as
the number to which the shadow
pointed.

The first water clocks in
their simplest form were used by
the ancient civilizations of
Babylonia and Egypt. An ancient
historian, Ridwan mentioned in
his book that a man called Hormuz
invented the mechanisms of the

Clock
 The Time Keeper

water clock that were used by his
father in the construction of the
Damascus clock. He says further
that the design of Hormuz
continued in the land of Fars for
a long time, and was transmitted
from there to the land of the
Greeks, and its construction
spread out in the land until it was
transmitted back to Damascus,
where it was constructed up to
the days of the Byzantines, and
after that in the days of Banu
Umayya, according to what is
mentioned in historiy. This clock
attributed to Hormuz continued
to be reproduced on its pattern.
Around 1400 B.C. a water clock
was made of two containers of
water, one below the other. Water
flowed from the higher container
to the lower container through a
tube connecting the containers.
The containers had marks
showing the water level, and the
marks told the time.

Water clocks were very
popular in Greece, where they
were improved many times over
the years. In one model of the
water clock, as the water level
rises in the lower container, it
raises the float on the surface of
the water. The float is connected
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to a stick with notches, and as the
stick rises, the notches turn a
gear, which moves the hand that
points to the time marked on a
circular disc.

History certifies that an
Egyptian engineer and craftsman
who worked in Alexandria about
250 BC, improved the design of
the water clock.  It should be
noted that the use of water clocks
was limited to the cities of Syria
and Mesopotamia in the early
centuries of Islam which gives
support to Ridwan’s account. An
early public water clock was
known to have been erected in a
public square in Gaza in the fifth
century AD.

Water clocks worked
better than sun clocks because
they were usable at night also.
They were also more accurate
than sun clocks.
Days, Months and Years

The Greeks divided the
year into twelve parts that are
called months. They divided each
month into thirty parts that are
called days. Their year had a total
of 360 days. Since the Earth goes
round the Sun in one year and
follows an almost circular path,
the Greeks decided to divide the
circle into 360 degrees.
Hours, Minutes, and Seconds

The Egyptians and
Babylonians decided to divide the
day from sunrise to sunset into

twelve parts that are called hours.
They also divided the night, the
time from sunset to sunrise, into
twelve hours. But, soon they
realized that the length of the day
and night changes during the year.
Thus, their system of measuring
the time was not very accurate
because the length of an hour
changed depending on the time
of year. This meant that water
clocks had to be adjusted every
day. Finally it was figured out that
day and night could be combined
together and then divided into 24
hours of equal length. By this
method, the time could be
measured much more accurately.
The division into 12 units was
based on the fact that it
represented the number of moon
cycles in a year. Twelve is
considered a special number in
many cultures.

The idea of dividing the
hour and minute into 60 parts
comes from the Sumerian
sexagesimal system, which is based
on the number 60. This system
was developed about 4000 years
ago.
Pendulum Clocks

Before pendulum clocks
were invented, Peter Henlein of
Germany invented a spring-
powered clock around 1510 A.D.
It was not very precise. The first
clock with a minute hand was
invented by Jost Burgi in 1577. It
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also had problems. The first
practical clock that was driven by
a pendulam was developed by
Christian Huygens around 1656.
By 1600, the pendulum clock also
had a minute hand. On the first
pendulum clocks, the pendulum
used to swing a lot (about 50
degrees). As pendulum clocks
were improved, the pendulum
swung a lot less (about 10 to 15
degrees). One problem with
pendulum clocks is that they
stopped running after a while and
had to be restarted. The first
pendulum clock with external
batteries was developed around
1840. By 1906, the batteries were
put inside the clock.
Quartz Crystal Clocks

Quartz is a type of crystal
that looks like glass. When you

apply voltage, or electricity, and
pressure, the quartz crystal
vibrates or oscillates at a very
constant frequency or rate. The
vibration moves the clock's hands
very precisely. Quartz crystal
clocks were invented in 1920.
Time Zones

In 1884, delegates from 25
countries met and agreed to
divide the world into time zones.
The delegates divided the 360
degrees of the Earth's
circumference along the equator
into 24 zones of 15 degrees each.
They decided to start counting
time from Greenwich
(pronounced GREN-ich),
England, which is zero degrees
longitude.

[CGS]

A man in the Florida supermarket tries to buy half a head of lettuce.
The very young produce assistant tells him that they sell only whole heads of
lettuce. The man persists and asks to see the manager. The boy says he'll ask
his manager about it.
Walking into the back room, the boy said to his manager, "Some asshole wants
to buy half a head of lettuce."
As he finished his sentence, he turned to find the man standingright behind
him, so he added, "And this gentleman has kindly offered to buy the other
half."
The manager approved the deal, and the man went on his way.
Later the manager said to the boy, "I was impressed with the way you got
yourself out of that situation earlier. We like people who think on their feet
here. Where are you from, son?"
"Canada, sir," the boy replied.
"Well, why did you leave Canada?" the manager asked.
The boy said, "Sir, there's nothing but trampss and hockey players up there."
"Really?" said the manager. "My wife is from Canada."
"Really?" replied the boy. "Who'd she play for?"                      [Sourced by: DSR]

Smart Thinking
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Marriage and Morality
Kautilya’s  Arthasastra

Kautilya has precisely
stated that the aim of marriage is
to beget sons and he has leaned
heavily on this principle while
framing his laws on marriage and
inheritance. According to him,
marriage is the basis of all civil
transactions and disputes and he
significantly discusses marriage
under legal disputes (Vyavahara).

The age old system of
marrying from the same varna had
started dwindling and Anuloma
marriages (husband from superior
Varna) and Pratiloma marriages
(wife from superior Varna) were
not uncommon during Kautilyan
days. He mentions eight types of
marriages, right from Brahma, the
ideal marriage, in which the father
gives away his fully ornamented
daughter in marriage to the worst
type paisacha, the abduction of a
woman while she is asleep or
intoxicated. The minimum age
fixed for marriage for girls is twelve
and for boys sixteen. This may not
be quite palatable to the modern
mind, but it should not be
forgotten that Sita married
thirteen year old Rama when she
was only six years old. It is the
responsibility of the father to get

his daughter married within three
years after her puberty. If she is
not married within this stipulated
period, she is free to choose a
husband even from outside her
varna.

For marriage, bride-
price(Sulka) has to be paid to the
parents of the girl as a
compensation for the parting of
their daughter. Being a patrilenial
society, the girl does not have any
right in her parents properties,
except the bronze vessels and her
mother’s jewellery. But she would
receive a maximum of 2000 panas
as stridhana(dowry) which is a
sort of endowment for her support.
In addition to this, she might get
jewellery and also some other gifts.
She could use the stridhana for
her own maintainance and that
of her son and daughter in law if
the husband is away. The husband
should not use this property except
in cases of emergency. But the
couple could  utilize the property
by mutual consent. If the woman
dies while her husband is alive,
this peoperty would go to her sons
and daughters. But if she dies
without any issue, her husband
could inherit it. In the case of a
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childless widow, she has the right
to enjoy the property during her
life time, provided she does not
remarry. In case of remarriage, she
has to return the sulka to her
parents with interest. If a widow
having sons remarry, she has to
invest the property in their names.

Arthasastra permits a
man to marry any number of times
for the sake of sons, because the
very purpose of marriage is to
beget sons. A man could remarry,
if his wife is either barren or has
only daughters. But he has to pay
adequate maintenance to the first
wife. A woman is also free to leave
her husband and remarry if he is
impotent, suffering from
tuberculosis, absent from home in
a foreign country for a long time
or a threat to her life. But she can
retain her husband’s property only
if she marries someone fron his
own family. The order of
preference given in Arthasatra for
levirate (niyoga) is a brother, a
step-brother or some other
kinsman of her husband.

The man and woman are
punished for extra martial
relationships. The husband should
not use hurting or abusive words
to the wife and the physical
punishments should be restricted
to slapping on her back gently
three times with the hand, a rope,

or a bamboo bark. An interesting
and unusual phenomenon as far
as the Indian society is concerned
is that the woman could also
inflict the same form of
punishment on her erring
husband.

There is no mention of
sati (woman burning herself on
her husband’s funeral pyre) in the
Arthasatsra and women could
remarry with certain restrictions.
Though polygamy is often referred
to in the text, the absence of any
reference about polyandry leads to
the conclusion that this social
practice was not prevalent during
the Mauryan period.

Even while upholding the
essential virtue of fidelity in
married life, Kautilya does not
treat prostitution as a degraded
profession and he mentions it as a
state controlled revenue earning
activity. He has given a vivid
picture of the brothels run by the
state for providing sexual
entertainment to the public. A
beautiful and talented woman
would be appointed as the ‘madam’
of the proposed brothel and she is
paid one thousand panas for
meeting the initial expenses. She
would be in charge of running the
brothel with a few prostitutes.
The Ganikadhyaksha (chief
controller of entertainers) has
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overall control over the brothels.
The prostitutes including the
‘madam’ of the state owned
brothels are  entitled only for their
salaries and the net income of the
institutions has to be credited in
the government account. The
controller is responsible for the
selection, training and protection
of ganikas of the state owned
brothels. They are trained by the
state in music, dance, drama and
ofcourse, in love-making. These
courtesans would entertain their
clients with music and dance in
addition to provisional sexual
entertainments. Since they are
government servants, they are
expected to follow the rules and
regulations stipulated by
government. A ganika has to
report to the chief controller about
the daily income and expenditure.

If a ganika does not want
to continue the profession, she
could be released on payment of

a compensation to the state. But
in the case of the madam, a heavy
compensation of twenty four
thousand panas has to be paid for
her release. In case a ganika
comes across a person who is keen
in keeping her permanently she
could be released on payment of
one and a quarter panas per
month. When a ganika is unable
to discharge her duties due to old
age or illness, she is allowed to
work as nurse or court attendant
or appointed in government
factories for spinning yarn.

There is another category
of prostitutes who practice in
small places independently
without any assistance from
government. Their obligation
towards government ends with the
payment of one sixth of their
meager income as tax.
   [ N S Mannadiar, Trivandrum]

We spend the first twelve months of our children's lives teaching
them to walk and talk and the next twelve telling them to sit
down and shut up. - Phyllis Diller
Laughter is the closest distance between two people. - Victor Borge
 Start every day with a smile and get it over with. - W.C. Fields
Everything is funny as long as it is happening to somebody else.

                                                                            - Will Rogers
                          [Sourced by: T V Balan, Hyderabad]

Humour From Great Minds
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Immortality

Don't mind criticism. If it is untrue, disregard it. If it
is unfair, keep from irritation. It if is ignorant, smile. If
it is justified, learn from it.

Its spine broken and torn
Leaves left devoured by
silverfish,
Corners crumbling with age-
My hands tremble as I open the
book.

Carefully, tenderly, I turn the
frontispiece-
Shabby, tattered yet holding up
With a dignity that only books
can have.
I shake out the dust and faecal
matter.

The book is still silent, slightly
embarrassed
But not showing
Like my mother, paralysed
As I clean her with wet cotton
blobs.

In the left corner of the first
page
The book said-
‘With all good wishes to my
son’
Signed, my father forty years
ago.

I run my fingers over the lines
Lift up the book to smell it
deep
Rest my palm where he would
have-
I am in touch with my dad.

For my child, what do I leave?
Would he care
Would he gratify me
With immortality?

Would he
Standing alone in the
mountains high
Would he
When snowflakes fall, kissing
his face?

Would he
When winds roar past his face
Would he
When the hills fall silent?

[Balachandran V
balanpnb@gmail.com]
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Ragi (Eleusine coracana,
also known as Finger millet or
African millet), is an annual
plant widely grown as a cereal in
the arid areas of Africa and Asia.
A traditional food plant in Africa,
this millet has the potential to
improve nutrition, boost food
security, foster rural development
and support sustainable landcare.
Finger millet is originally native
to the Ethiopian Highlands and
was introduced into India
approximately 4000 years ago. It
is very adaptable to higher
elevations and is grown in the
Himalayas up to 2,300 metres in
elevation. It is estimated that
currently finger millet is grown on
approximately 38,000 square
kilometres of land.

In India,  ragi is mostly
grown and consumed in
Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh.
Ragi flour is made into flatbreads,
including thick, leavened snack
called dosa and thinner,
unleavened roti. Ragi grain is
malted and flour from the malted
grain is consumed after mixing
with milk, boiled water or
yoghurt. In Maharashtra, bhakari
(a kind of pita bread) is prepared
using ragi flour.

Ragi
For Health and Fitness

Finger millet is commonly
consumed in the form of porridge.
Ragi flour is usually eaten as ragi
paste, also called ragi balls for the
round shape. The paste  is
prepared by boiling the ragi flour
in water until the water is
condensed. The resulting
preparation is then rolled into a
spherical form and consumed,
after applying ghee .

Ragi kudumulu is an old
classic from Andhra Pradesh,
India. Dumplings like kudumulu
are prepared with ragi flour and
steam-cooked in flavorful curry.
The main ingredient of kura in
which ragi kudumulu are steamed
changes with the seasons.
Sometimes the kura is prepared
with vegetables, sometimes with
meat or a combination. Depends
on the cook’s mood and the
market prices. Popular in
agricultural community, this
protein powerhouse is a build or
nourish, acting as the muscle-on-
the-bone kind of one-pot meal. A
minority used finger millet flour
to make alcohol.

Ragi is rich in Iron,
minerals and protein, gluten-free,
and is known for it’s health
benefits. Ragi is cultivated from
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ancient times in many parts of
India, and in fact the name Ragi
is a Sanskrit word.

Ragi consumption means
nourishment to the body and also
nourishing the traditional
agricultural practices. The straw
from finger millet is used as
animal fodder.

People, in general, want
to be healthy. But they are in dark
without knowing what are all
good for health and what are all
not good.

The best choice to help
keep your health fit in regard to
bones and nerves is to try Ragi,
especially at night for supper. Ragi
is a boon to humanity. People with
obesity can reduce their weight
considerably through
consumption of Ragi. It is also a
great boon for diabetics. It is good
for anemic persons also. Normally
people with anemia don’t get sleep
at nights, body becomes flabby
and they cannot be active in their
routine work. Ragi is most
preferable to ladies in their
menopause stage.

Finger millet is especially
valuable as it contains the amino
acid methionine, which is lacking
in the diets of hundreds of
millions of the poor who live on
starchy staples such as cassava,
plantain, polished rice or maize

meal. Finger millet can be ground
and cooked into cakes, puddings
or porridge. The grain is made
into a fermented drink (or beer)
in many parts of Africa.

In order to compensate
the vigorous decrease of calcium,
most people use to take calcium

tablets. Some people are
accustomed to have Betel leaves
with calcium (Sunnambu).  In this
case there is reported to be a high
risk of getting affected by cancer,
for which guaranteed medicines
are yet to be discovered.
Regarding calcium tablets, the
chemicals cannot compete with
the natural remedy for calcium.

Greens and green peas
are somehow compensating our
calcium deficiency. Milk is a
better choice to keep fit our bones
and nerves. Taking too much milk
will lead to constipation, obesity,
cold, and headache. So we are

Nutritive value Per
of Ragi 100 g
Protein  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.3 g
Fat  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.3 g
Carbohydrate  . . . . . . . 72.0 g
Minerals  . . . . . . . . . . . 2.4 g
Calcium  . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.4 g
Fibre  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.6 g
Energy  . . . . . . . . . . 328 KCal
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supposed to take appropriate
measures of milk as our body
accepts. Ragi Roti with cow’s milk
do enormous wonders to our
health. This is because Ragi filters
unwanted water from our body

and makes our bones and nerves
tight fit. Ragi contains almost four
times calcium as compared with
milk.

In the north-west of
Vietnam, finger millet is used as

a medicine for
women when they
give birth. In
southern parts of
I n d i a ,
p e d i a t r i c i a n s
recommend ragi
food for infants of
six months and
over because of its
high nutritional
c o n t e n t ,
e s p e c i a l l y
calcium.
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Of the world's estimated 500
million pets, 40 percent or so are
found in the United States,
constituted by some 59 million pet
dogs and 75 million pet cats. Yet,
London and Paris each has more
pets per household
than does New York
City!

It was estimated
that about 250,000
dogs in Paris were
producing 25 tons of
waste daily, less than
half of which was
collected. Hundreds
of people a year are reportedly
getting injured and hospitalized
after slipping on dog waste.

Another problem is noise.
Some dog owners tolerate
behavior in their pets that they
would never tolerate in people.  A
dog may be placid and contented
while with its owner but may be a
neighbourhood nightmare when
the owner is not there.  Moreover,
bored animals may develop
destructive behaviors, becoming
distressed and even aggressive.

The rate at which pets
reproduce is also a problem. It has
been estimated that 17 million
dogs and 30 million cats are born
in the United States annually.
Millions of these end up in animal

shelters, where each year in that
country alone an estimated four
million to six million are
euthanatized—put to death.

Ownership of a pet requires
serious consideration. Active pets

need a daily physical
workout for their well-
being.  Yet, many
owners are too tired
after a hard day's work
to take their dog for a
walk to release all that
pent-up energy.

 Another factor to
consider is that

owning a pet can be costly. A
survey of pet owners found that
the average annual veterinary cost
of keeping a dog in the United
States was $196, and of keeping a
cat, $104 excluding expenses on
necessary food and other everyday
needs.
Pets for service

There has been a practice of
keeping dogs as companions for
prisoners. Prisoners could train
dogs for various services. This way,
the prisoners get a better mental
and environmental condition.
Further, trained dogs can be of
multiple services to the humans.

They can be companions to the
blind and the invalid.

Petty matters on Pets
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In Forthcoming Issues

DNA Scan in minutes: From the present level of $350,000 and
few months for decoding human genome, there is a possibility
of doing it at few hundred dollars and within few minutes by
2013.

Biological Brains for Robots

Laptop Network to Detect Earthquake

Olfactory Diagnosis in Medicine

Paper Transistors

Paul Otlet: Envisioning a global network of computers way
back in 1934

Social Networking

Starve to fight Jetlag

Heliobiology

Dear Mr. Nair,
The box item on page 7 of the September issue, regarding

"pseudo-scientificand superstitious" beliefs about the moon's
influence on human biology, reminded me of an article about the
"science" of heliobiology which I read four decades ago. The
science, developed by a Soviet scientist couple, the husband an
astrophysicist and wife a doctor, arose out of an accidental
discovery of a close similarity betwen the graph of sunspot activity
over a given period of time and the graph of the time taken for
human blood to coagulate, during the same period of time. It will
be interesting to investigate how far the science has progressed
since then.

It seems scientifically and philosophically logical, not
superstitious, to presume that everything in the universe is
inextricably interconnected as a harmonious whole.
                                                          S.S. Kaimal, Trivandrum

Readees Say
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‘Hostage at the Table’
How Leaders Can Overcome Conflict,
Influence Others, and Raise Performance
Book by: George Kohlrieser, Psychologist,
Hostage Negotiator and Professor of
Leadership at IMD, Switzerland
Published by: Jossey-Bass, John Wiley &
Sons, Inc

As a young psychologist
working for the police department
in 1968, Kohlrieser accompanied
the police to a hospital emergency
room in Ohio to deal with an
agitated, violent man with
stabbing wounds inflicted by a
girlfriend. While the author was
talking to him in the treatment
room, the man suddenly grabbed
a large pair of scissors and took a
nurse and him as hostage,
threatening to kill both. They
tried to calm him telling about the
urgent care needed to save his
life, but with no avail for some
time. The turning point came
when Kohlrieser asked, ‘Do you
want to live, or do you want to
die?’ ‘I don’t care,’ came the
answer. Kohlrieser then
continued, ´What about your
children losing their father?´ The
man visibly changed mental states
and began to talk about his
children rather than girlfriend
and all. In the end he agreed to

Books Scan

put the scissors down voluntarily
and allowed the nurse to treat
him. In a surprising move soon,
the man came to Kohlrieser and
said, ‘Thank you, George. I forgot
how much I love my kids.’ These
words of gratitude made the
author for ever to believe in the
power of emotional bonding,
dialogue, and negotiation with
even the most dangerous person.
The seeds of this book were sown
at this defining situation, the
author admits.

Conflict is a part of our
everyday human behaviour that
stems from a basic fight-or-flight
instinct. Too often, however, we
believe that conflict is something
that must be avoided at all costs;
this tendency to suppress conflict
can spark a cascade of negative
emotions that eventually derail
managers, leaders, and
organizations.

George Kohlrieser, an
international leadership professor
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at the International Institute for
Management Development
(IMD), Switzerland, applies
techniques from hostage
negotiation to teach business
people how to deal with conflict
effectively, while ensuring one
never becomes a psychological
"hostage." Kohlrieser explains that
it is only by putting the "fish on
the table" (i.e., openly facing
conflict) can we truly progress
through difficult business
challenges. He presents seven
steps illustrated with examples
and grounded in research:

 Put the fish on the table
 Learn to bond, even with your

    "enemy"
 Do not hold yourself hostage
 The power of talking, dialogue,

    and negotiation

 The law of reciprocity
 The person is never the problem
 Mastering the mind's eye and

visualizing success
Contents:
1.Are You Being Held Hostage
Without Knowing it?
2. Finding Freedom Through Your
Mind's Eye.
3. The Potential of the Bonding
Cycle.
4. The Strength of a Secure Base.
5. The Art of Conflict
Management.
6. Effective Dialogue.
7. The Power of Negotiation.
8. Mastering Our Emotions.
9. Living with a Hostage-Free
State of Mind.
     [Source: EKL Info Library]

‘The Best Democracy Money can Buy´
The Truth about Globalization, Corporate
Cons, and High Finance Fraudsters
Book by: Greg Palast, American Journalist
Published by: Penguin Books

Gregory Palast, the
veteran American reporter, is
presenting a totally different
perspective on what is happening
in the world than the one that is
consistently portrayed by the
conventional media. His news
stories on corrupt politicians,
crooked companies, world finance

organizations, and the biased
corporate media, after
scrupulously studying corporate
documents, and examining the
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testimony of whistleblowers, are
the basis of this book.

Prominent among Palast's
exposés is the backstage drama of
the US elections 2000, in which
President Bush struggled to win.
The illegal manner in which
Florida Secretary of State,
Kathleen Harris, and Governor
Jeb Bush denied to over 70,000
African American citizens, pro-
democrats, their right to vote in
the 2000 presidential election in
Florida is discussed with details
of the dirty methods used such as
manipulating database records.

He is also highly critical
of IMF, World Bank and WTO,
plus oil treaties, energy concerns
and corporate fraudsters. He
attacks the IMF and World Bank
agendas, by exposing the 4 steps
to instant death and destruction
of a country evangelized by the
IMF and World Bank. The few
countries that have rejected the
policies and "loans" of the IMF
and World Bank are successful
and rapidly developing, according
to him. Mockingly, he comments
that no patient of the IMF and
World Bank has ever left the
operating table alive!

Some more of Palast's
reports: how the WTO prevents
cheap AIDS drugs from reaching
victims in Africa and how World

Bank loan policies have crippled
the economies of Tanzania and
other developing countries. In
US, he details Exxon's horrific
safety record before the Valdez
disaster blasts and also the legal
system for shielding Pfizer
Pharmaceuticals from lawsuies by
victims who had defective Pfizer
valves installed in their hearts.
Palast also predicted the fall of
Enron and the famous cash-for-
access scandal in British Prime
Minister Tony Blair's cabinet.

Some reviewers have
branded Palast as one sided and
highly biased. However, most of
what he exposed have been
proven right as time passed.
Highlights of Contents:

The unreported story of how
they fixed the vote in Florida

Deregulation and Power Pirates
Globalization and its

Discontents
Inside Corporate America
Pat Robertson, General

Pinochet, PepsiCola and the Anti-
Christ – Investigative Reports

Cash for access, Blair and the
sale of Britain

Small towns, Small Minds
Kissing the Whip: Reflections of

an American in King Tony’s Court

      [Source: EKL Info Library]
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Journals Scan

‘Discover’
Science, Technology, and The
Future
October 2008

One of the greatest
impediments to progress is simple
failure of imagination. We are so
immersed in today’s science and
technology that it is hard to
believe tomorrows could be
radically different. This
anniversary issue presents a
number of innovative thinkers
talking about ways to reinvent the
world. As an example, cargo ships
which carry merchandise at the
lowest cost from one end to the
other are in for a change. A large
container ship now burns more
than 3 million dollar worth of fuel
in a 28-day round trip
transpacific voyage. In addition,
shipping is responsible for 3
percent of global carbon dioxide
emissions, similar to the airline
industry. At the current rate, the
CO2 emissions from shipping will
double by 2050. An electric-diesel
hybrid propulsion system as in
automobiles is coming up as a
solution to save on ever-rising fuel
costs. The topic is discussed in
detail in this issue.

Highlights of Contents:
Anything into ethanol, the

biofuel
Fusion reactor that could

extract near-limitless power from
sea water

Beef without a cow
The anti-aging pill
Omega-3s in everything
Cyborg implants to let the

paralyzed walk again
Designing future cities that

breathe, make food, and recycle
waste

50 years of astonishing NASA
discoveries

Instant DNA scans
Fraud-proof voting
Recyclable cities
Straightening out dizziness
Programmable matter, from

science fiction to science fact
Kite generators

      [Source: EKL Info Library]
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Vegetable factories are
emerging as a new trend  these
days. In the place of conventional
farms, which depend heavily on
the whims and fancies of climate,
these factories enable cultivation
in all conditions, whether in a
desert, frigid climate or in the
middle of the city. Fairy Angel of
Japan is already in commercial
vegetable factory business and
Mitsubishi Chemical Corp. of
Japan, is planning to  launch its
vegetable factory business in
2009.

With consumer interest
in food safety surging, vegetables
cultivated in cleanroom factories
are  becoming increasingly
popular. For producers, such
factories mean planned
production, unaffected by
changes in the season, weather,
or other factors. But currently,
they face a major problem,
though, of high cost of electricity
for lighting, air conditioning and
other needs in the factory, which
accounts for about 30% of total
running cost. But the aim is to cut

Nikkei Electronics Asia
August 2008

this cost to zero by using organic
solar solar cells (low cost
compared to Silicon solar cells)
and LED illumination in place of
fluorescent lamps, in due course.
More details are discussed in this
issue.
Highlights of Contents:

Mobile phones evolve toward
pocket High Definition
TV(HDTV)

Touch sensors lead to input
innovations

GPUs help parallel computing
Wireless  charging of hand held

devices revitalised
Embedded design: India´s new

horizons
Growing opportunities in

photovoltaics
Case for fabs in India more valid

than ever
LTE, next generation cellular

technology
[Source: EKL Info Library]
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The Last Word

'Be brave enough to live life creatively. The creative is the place
where no one else has ever been. You have to leave the city of your
comfort and go into the wilderness of your intuition. You can't get
there by bus, only by hard work and risk and by not quite knowing
what you're doing. What you'll discover will be wonderful. What
you'll discover will be yourself.'                                           - Alan Alda
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